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Subject Aims 

 Discuss and analyze literature with confidence and show this confidence in writing essays
 Understand how social issues of the historical time period can impact the way a reader analyzes literature
 Analyze and discuss our own work while also offering critical thoughts to peers on their works
 Emphasize the importance of supporting ideas with evidence from textual sources as students continue

developing their academic voice
 Actively read literature and use these skills to develop confidence within the framework of IB assessment

Keys to Class 

 Microsoft OneNote: This is where we will do most of our work, in and out of class.  All supplemental information
can be found in the class notebook, including the weekly vocabulary.

 Microsoft Word:  This is the program we will use to compose our writings.  Students will need to become familiar
with all functions of the program to properly format essays.

 Discussion:  It is essential students participate in discussion, as it shows they are keeping up with reading and is
an opportunity to practice sharing analysis and ideas.

 The right attitude is necessary to succeed in class, as it demonstrates a student’s ability to give and receive
criticism and shows respect to peers.

 Always complete the readings in a timely manner after they are assigned.  Students must take ownership of
their time management to ensure they are prepared for class each day.



IB Grading Criteria 
Criterion A: 
Analyzing 

 How do you identify and comment on the context, language, structure, technique, and style of a text?
 How can you understand a text’s relationship to another text or to a bigger concept like “truth” or

“humanity”?
 How well do you identify, explain, and/or analyze how an author’s choice to use language?

Criterion B: 
Organizing 

 How do you cite references appropriately? How do you use the appropriate tools based on the
purpose of that presentation?

 When explaining your points, can you organize them, so they are sensible and easy to follow? How do
you apply logic in constructing an argument, position, or idea? Can you use transitions to present your
points in a way that signals your reader?

 Do you think about how to use writing tools so that you communicate clearly and effectively?

Criterion C: 
Producing 
Text 

 Can you show your imagination at work? How does your creativity show how you personally process
the world around you?

 How do you use metaphors or similes? Do you use long or short sentences? Are you thinking about how
these things will impact the person reading your writing?

 When you are writing a paper and developing an opinion or a thought, how do you choose
examples?

Criterion D: 
Using 
Language 

 Do you think about which words would be best based on the purpose? Do you practice using new
vocabulary words?

 How well do you demonstrate how different situations call for different tones of writing?
 Are your spelling and punctuation clear and accurate enough that we understand your points?
 Can you communicate using body language, eye contact, tone of voice, and adjusting your volume

to present ideas?



Content Brief 

Semester 1 Semester 2 
SOCIAL JUSTICE AND YOU: HOW TO ANALYZE LITERATURE 
AND OTHER MEDIA 

 Focus: While examining the rise of social justice
through literature, develop an understanding of
how to analyze sources for veracity and learn how
to use the information gleaned to form an
educated opinion

I. Short Stories
II. Factual narratives from across the globe
III. Novels: “#Hashtag Activism” by Sarah J. Jackson,

et. al, “Stamped” by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X.
Kendi (student edition), and “Just Mercy” by Bryan
Stevenson (student edition”

CLASSIC LITERATURE FOCUS 
 Focus: Discerning elements of literature, critical

and comparative analysis, writing with intent and
attention to detail while exploring the canon of
classic literature

I. Short Stories and poetry
II. Novels:  “Farenheit 451” by Ray Bradbury, “The

Great Gatsby” by F. Scott Fitzgerald, “Crime
and Punishment” by Fyodor Dostoyevsky, and
“Pride and Prejudice” by Jane Austen




